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Dear parents*, 

We are inspired by today’s multicultural society, 

our experiences in the Dutch society, and the 

current global context on racism.

This book aims to achieve a more diverse 

and inclusive global society and a racism free 

generation, by creating consciousness on a 

positive and subtle note in the early stages of the 

children’s development. 

One world, one humankind!

Thank you, Aline, Malik, Umi, Aïshah, Asma, 

Mikael, Zayden-Omar, Ezra, Mia, and Jaina that you 

inspire us as aunties. This one is for all of you!

With love,

Auntie Nima & Auntie Nini 

* By parents, we of course mean all biological, foster, step- and 
adoptive parents, uncles, aunts and carers reading this book.
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Meet Panda and Lion. They live on Storm Island,
where it storms every day!

But, on the hours that it’s sunny,
the best friends love to be outside.

Lion roars: “Catch me if you can, Panda!”



And during the stormy hours,
they like to play board games and read books.



It has been storming all day.
What’s happening now?

Oh no! “Woooosshh”
The storm takes their home away!



They look for shelter inside the willow tree. 
“We don’t have a house anymore!”

They decide to leave their Island.
By boat, they start their search for

a new home.



Panda and Lion have
been bobbing at sea for days.

And still, there is no single sign of an island...



Then, finally...
“Land in sight!!!”

Roars the Lion with excitement. 



“We are Panda and Lion.
Our home got taken by the storm.

Can we stay on your island?” Lion asks.
“Of course. Come on, follow me!”

Once they arrive, a gentle voice calls out,
“Helloooo! My name is Lady.

Who are you guys?
And where do you come from?”



While Lady guides the two best friends,
they hear:

“STOP!” It’s Giraffe.

“We have never seen you,”
said Penguin, shivering and frightened.

Lady tells their story and explains that Panda
and Lion are coming to live on their island.



“Ehh .. where are they going to live, Lady?”
The island is packed already!” says Flamingo. 

“Oh, but dear Flamingo.
There is room for all of us!

We have new friends, with whom we can play. 
How exciting is that?”



 “I am the only one who can pick the leaves 
from the trees for everyone.
I don’t have time to find food

for 2 extra!” says Giraffe.

“That’s no problem Giraffe,
I can climb very well.

We can find food together!”



“Your sharp teeth scare me a bit!”
says Penguin. 

“Oh, Penguin, don’t you worry.
I was born like this. And with these teeth,

I can help you build houses!”

Penguin is still a bit scared,
but lets them pass by.



The two best friends can’t believe their eyes!
“Ta-daaaaaa. Here is your new home!”

says Lady.

 “Woooow! It’s beautiful!”
Panda and Lion shout happily.

“Thank you, Lady!”



The next morning, Panda and Lion wake up.
Why is everyone standing in

front of their house?

“We’d like to apologize for our
behaviour yesterday,” they hear.

Panda and Lion giggle and say:
“It’s okay, beloved new friends!

New things can be scary.
We understand that.”



“Thank you, Lady,” they all say.

“Without you, we wouldn’t have
any new friends now!”

And they lived happily ever after.







Dear parents,
Have you noticed that this book is filled with symbolic 
meanings and messages that refer to the current world’s 
social challenges?

Below you will find an overview of the symbolic meanings 
of the story:

* The storm island: a country filled with challenges like 
war and poverty. 

* The house got blown away by the storm: in warzones, 
families lose their homes.

* The willow tree stands for shelters for those in need. 
It is also symbolic of the humanitarian safe areas for 
civilians appointed by the United Nations in times of 
war.

* Sad Panda and Lion in the boat: represents asylum 
seekers who risk their lives. But also all the immigrants 
and expats who allocated to a different country for 
several reasons.

* Ladybug “Lady”: the mediator. The character is an 
ode to all the humanitarian volunteers and personnel 
working to save and help asylum seekers in their 
processes.

* Giraffe, Flamingo, and Penguin symbolize societies, 
their different perspectives, excuses, and fears.
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This ideal story gives children a

positive insight into new

friends with whom they can’t

physically identify themselves.

Author: Oktavyani Ulti
           Illustrator: Naïma Basalamah van Esch

In the quest of finding a new home,
Panda and Lion are stranded on an island.

The island inhabitants Giraffe, Penguin 
and Flamingo don’t have enough

                                   Panda and Lion.

Are they allowed to stay on this island? 
And will they all become friends?

space,space, food,food,

and are afraid of
and are afraid of
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